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Message from the Principal
At John Port Spencer Academy, we prepare our

students for a fast moving and rapidly changing world.

We have a culture of high expectations and our values

of aspiration, resilience and responsibility are those

which allow students to succeed both in school and

beyond.

We challenge and motivate students to ensure that

they reach their full potential and, whilst there is a

strong emphasis on academic achievement, students

are given the support and guidance to develop as

individuals.

As a large academy we are able to offer a broad

curriculum which gives students access to a range of

academic disciplines. We recognise the key importance

of English, Maths and Science but also believe

passionately in the value of languages, humanities and

the arts.

Personal, Social and Health Education (PSHE),

Citizenship and Careers Education are also an important

part of our education offer, enabling students to

become better informed and well rounded citizens.

We would encourage students to choose subjects they

enjoy and will achieve well in.

I wish all students every success as they start their

journey through this process and into Key Stage 4.

Mrs K Squire, Principal

Introduction
Our Year 9 students have reached the point in their
education where they will soon decide which subjects
they would like to study in Years 10 and 11. Whilst as a
school we have restrictions and requirements placed
upon us under directives from the Department for
Education (DfE), we are determined that we
appropriately guide our students as individuals and that
all students follow a curriculum that is well matched to
their ability. This is to ensure that they can achieve the
best possible outcomes and go on to have the best
chance of success in the future.

To facilitate this, we offer a comprehensive set of
qualifications that provide a broad and balanced
curriculum which caters for students of all abilities,
enabling students to fulfil their academic potential. We
also offer a range of opportunities beyond the
classroom to develop the well rounded character that is
highly prized by colleges, universities and employers
alike.

All students will study the core subjects. Following the
guidelines of the DfE most students will be
recommended to follow the English Baccalaureate
(EBacc) Pathway (further information on the next page).
The EBacc Pathway may not be appropriate for all,
therefore some students will be recommended to
follow the Non-EBacc Pathway.

We endeavour to give the best advice when
recommending Pathways, however we do recognise
that there may be individual cases that might need
further consideration. When your child completes their
Options Form, they should indicate which Pathway they
would prefer as we are more than happy to review any
case to ensure we offer your child the most suitable
route and best chance of success both during
examinations in the summer of 2024 and beyond.

Students will be briefed on the options process in
school and will also receive guidance from their Year
Leaders, Form Tutor and Subject Leaders. I would
encourage both students and parents to undertake a
full review of the information provided within this
guide, and encourage students to speak with their
teachers for any further guidance needed. This will help
them make the best possible choices as we begin this
next and highly important stage of school and their
education.

Mr D Barry, GCSE Options Manager

Key Dates

GCSE Open Options Subject Information Presentations in school & virtual via Google Classroom

Year 9 Parents Consultations Monday 24th - Friday 28th January 2022

Option Selection & Form Return Deadline Friday 11th February 2022

Internal Vetting of Student Choices February - April 2022



The English Baccalaureate
The English Baccalaureate (EBacc) is a school

performance measure and a set of subjects at GCSE

that keeps young people’s options open for further

study and future careers. The EBacc GCSE qualification

group comprises the core academic subjects of English,

Maths, Science, History or Geography and a Language.

The EBacc is made up of the subjects which are

considered essential to many degrees and open up lots

of doors.

A study by the UCL Institute of Education shows that

studying subjects included in the EBacc provides

students with greater opportunities in further

education and increases the likelihood that a student

will stay on in full-time education. Sutton Trust research

reveals that studying the EBacc can help improve a

young person’s performance in English and Maths.

To enter the EBacc, students must take up to EIGHT

GCSEs across FIVE subject ‘pillars’ (see fig.1 below).

Although the EBacc is not compulsory for all, the DfE

guidance is that the EBacc is to become the default

option for the majority of students undertaking their

GCSEs as part of the government’s plans for

improvement in education.

It is the government’s ambition to see 75% of pupils

studying the EBacc subject combination at GCSE by

2022, and 90% by 2025.

The proportion of students entering the EBacc is

measured as part of a mainstream secondary school's

performance, and as such the EBacc entry and

attainment has been given a more prominent role in

the Ofsted inspection framework.

For students, choosing the EBacc at GCSE is said to give

them access to a full range of employment options

when they leave secondary school and the broad

knowledge that employers are looking for. If they are

thinking of going to university, the EBacc is also

recommended by Britain’s most prestigious universities.

Whilst the ambition of the government is for most

students to undertake the EBacc it has been agreed

through the DfE consultation on the EBacc

implementation that schools are best placed to

determine the small number of students for whom the

EBacc is not the best path and will continue to review

this approach so that all students, for whom it is

appropriate, take the EBacc combination of

subjects.

In making decisions about EBacc entry, schools have

been advised to consider the overall impact that not

entering the EBacc subjects will have on the options

available to the students and their progression to

post-16 education and training. The decision not to

enter a student for the EBacc combination of subjects

has been advised to be considered on a case by case

basis by each school, and schools will need to take into

account a range of factors particular to each student.

At John Port Spencer Academy we have two Options

Pathways (EBacc and Non-EBacc) to ensure we are

providing a competitive education that gives our

learners the best chance at success both at GCSE level

and beyond.

We are recommending the full EBacc to many of our

students whilst recognising this is not the correct

pathway for all. Further information on the next page

regarding Pathways.

Consultation: [online] Available: shorturl.at/dnoG8
Last accessed October 2021

Guidance: [online] Available: shorturl.at/diHU6
Last Accessed October 2021.



Core Curriculum
English Language 1 x GCSE All students will complete nine GCSEs or GCSE equivalent subjects.

All students will undertake the subjects as detailed in the table (left) for their

core qualifications.

All students will undertake Triple Science (3 x GCSE). There may be special

circumstances where Trilogy Science (2 x GCSE) is taken, this will be on an

individual basis.

English Literature 1 x GCSE

Mathematics 1 x GCSE

Science 3 x GCSE

Student Pathways
For the current cohort embarking on their GCSE journey there are two Options Pathways that students may follow. To
determine which Pathway is most suitable, we have looked at each individual and their associated data which includes
Key Stage 2 attainment, CAT scores, individual areas of academic strength and prior attainment during Key Stage 3, along
with teacher recommendations.

Under both Pathways, students will study and work towards nine GCSE grades, this provides the 6 core qualifications
plus three qualifications from the pathway choices made. The decision to offer nine qualifications is to ensure adequate
time for required guided learning hours to be fulfilled and quality teaching and learning to take place.

Pathways will be recommended for all students, this will be indicated on their personal Options Form. When completing
the Options Form please indicate which Pathway is preferred and select the desired subject choices.

Physical Education
At Key Stage 4, all students will follow a non-examined Physical Education Programme where they will have the chance
to develop physical skills, knowledge and understanding through a variety of sports. Students will also be given
information that helps them appreciate the importance of being physically active throughout life. PE teachers will be
helping to develop overall personal fitness, the skills and techniques needed for the activities covered and how to
improve understanding of rules, tactics and strategies.

Pathway A (EBacc)
Many of our students will be guided to undertake the
English Baccalaureate (EBacc) programme of study.

Following Pathway A is the preferred curriculum model
for most students by the Department for Education
(DfE).

As detailed in the DfE consultation documentation;
studying the EBacc aims to ensure a broad and
balanced curriculum is followed, and could help secure
a University place.

Pathway A is comprised of the core curriculum, and
three options:

⬛ One option must be a Modern Foreign Language,

⬛ One option must be a Humanities subject (History or
Geography),

⬛ One option will be from the Open Subject Options.

Pathway A is currently recommended for 80% of our
students.

Pathway B (Non-EBacc)
The EBacc pathway may not be the right choice for all
students and some will therefore follow the Pathway B
programme of study.

Pathway B is currently recommended for 20% of our
students and still ensures the full nine GCSEs are
undertaken, whilst recognising that studying both a
Modern Foreign Language and a Humanity subject will
not be appropriate for all.

By following Pathway B students will study the core
curriculum and three options:

⬛ One option must be either a Modern Foreign
Language or a Humanities subject,

⬛ The other two options will be taken from the Open
Subject Option choices.

Pathway B will be offered based upon a variety of
factors such as academic strengths demonstrated that
lie outside the EBacc subjects, or prior attainment
indicating those who are not suited to take a Modern
Foreign Language or Humanity subject.



Course Guide - List of Subjects

Core Subjects
All students will undertake the compulsory subjects

detailed below.

English
⬛ English Language AND English Literature

Mathematics

Science
⬛ Triple Science: Biology, Chemistry & Physics

Core PE

EBacc Subjects
Students undertaking the full EBacc via Pathway A will

take a Humanity AND an MFL subject.

Students not undertaking the EBacc via Pathway B will

take a Humanity OR an MFL subject.

Humanities
⬛ Geography

⬛ History

Modern Foreign Languages (MFL)
⬛ French

⬛ German

⬛ Spanish

Open Option Subjects
In addition to the compulsory subjects students will

select their remaining choice(s) from those listed below.

Expressive Arts
⬛ Fine Art

⬛ Drama

⬛ Music

⬛ Photography

⬛ Textile Design

Humanities
⬛ Geography

⬛ History

Mathematics
⬛ Statistics

Modern Foreign Languages (MFL)
⬛ French

⬛ German

⬛ Spanish

Physical Education
⬛ GCSE PE

Social Sciences
⬛ Business Studies

⬛ Philosophy, Religion & Ethics (PRE)

⬛ Psychology

⬛ Sociology

Technologies
⬛ Computer Science

⬛ iMedia

⬛ Food Preparation & Nutrition

⬛ Engineering Manufacture

⬛ Engineering Programmable Systems

⬛ Design & Technology (Product Design)



English Language
Faculty Contact Name
Miss J Gration

Faculty Contact Email

JGr@johnport.derbyshire.sch.uk

Course Prerequisites
This course is a core subject and will be studied by all

students, there are no tiered papers within English.

Exam Board
AQA

Units Studied
Explorations in Creative Reading and Writing.

● Writers’ Viewpoints and Perspectives.

● Non-examination assessment: Spoken

Language.

Assessment
English Language is 100% examination:

● Paper 1: Explorations in Creative Reading and

Writing.

One hour 45 minutes. 50% of the GCSE.

● Paper 2: Writers’ Viewpoints and Perspectives.

One hour 45 minutes. 50% of the GCSE.

● Non-examination assessment: Spoken

Language. 0% of the GCSE weighting.

Course Information
The course is delivered in a variety of ways including

class discussion, reading, sharing ideas, visual and audio

stimulation, group work, etc.

Students will learn how to communicate effectively

when speaking and writing in different situations and to

different audiences.

Further Learning beyond Key Stage 4
The GCSE can open doors to further English Language

or English Literature study at A level as well as provide a

good springboard into subjects such as Media Studies.

The analytical skills developed in the course are

transferable to a range of subjects that require

developed essay-style answers.

Possible Career Paths
Studies in English can lead to careers centred around

the writing industry. This is including (but not limited

to) journalism, publishing and copyrighting. These

examples will all build on the study of genre and form

explored in GCSE. It is also particularly useful for routes

into business and marketing, media and teaching.

Additional Information
Students will need to work for approximately one hour

per week outside of school hours, increasing as

necessary when exam preparation is needed.

Students will be advised to purchase certain texts for

examinations so that they become the property of the

students.

Quotes
“All I need is a sheet of paper and something to write

with, and then I can turn the world upside down.” -

Friedrich Nietzsche

“Throughout human history, our greatest leaders and

thinkers have used the power of words to transform our

emotions, to enlist us in their causes, and to shape the

course of destiny. Words cannot only create emotions,

they create actions. And from our actions flow the

results of our lives.” - Tony Robbins

“Words have a magical power. They can either bring the

greatest happiness or the deepest despair.” - Sigmund

Freud

Student Quote
“The study of English Language gives an insight into the

intrinsic link between identity and language. I would

not have followed my aspiration to become a writer

without this course!”



English Literature
Faculty Contact Name
Miss J Gration

Faculty Contact Email

JGr@johnport.derbyshire.sch.uk

Course Prerequisites
This course is a core subject and will be studied by all

students, there are no tiered papers within English.

Exam Board
AQA

Units Studied

● Shakespeare and the 19th Century novel.

● Modern Texts and Poetry.

Assessment
English Literature is 100% examination

● Paper 1: Shakespeare and the 19th Century

Novel.

One hour 45 minutes. 40% of the GCSE.

● Paper 2: Modern Texts and Poetry.

Two hours 15 minutes. 60% of the GCSE.

Course Information
The course is delivered in a variety of ways including

class discussion, reading, sharing ideas, visual and audio

stimulation, group work etc.

Students will broaden their knowledge of texts of

different forms, from different time periods, written by

a range of English writers with very different

backgrounds. Students will learn how to understand a

text in different ways, drawing upon knowledge of

history and the study of identity to do so.

Further Learning beyond Key Stage 4
The GCSE can open doors to further English Language

or English Literature study at A level as well as provide a

good springboard into subjects such as Media Studies

and Drama. The analytical skills developed in the course

are transferable to a range of subjects that require

developed essay-style answers.

Possible Career Paths
English Literature encourages not only the development

of creative skills and the exploration of fundamental

themes such as identity and morality, but also the

critical and analytical skills necessary for careers such as

law, publishing, journalism and arts-related careers

such as theatre work, all forms of creative writing and

editing.

Additional Information
Students will need to work for approximately one hour

per week outside of school hours, increasing as

necessary when exam preparation is needed.

Students will be advised to purchase certain texts for

examinations so that they become the property of the

students.

Quotes
“Do not read, as children do, to amuse yourself, or like

the ambitious, for the purpose of instruction. No, read

in order to live.” - Gustave Flaubert

“Books are mirrors: you only see in them what you

already have inside you.” - Carlos Ruiz

Student Quote
“The most important skill I learned was critical thinking;

I’ve been encouraged to discuss the very core of human

civilisation. It’s really helped me expand my horizons!”



Mathematics
Faculty Contact Name
Miss A Smith

Faculty Contact Email

ALS@johnport.derbyshire.sch.uk

Course Prerequisites
This course is a core subject and will be studied by all

students. GCSE Maths will build on the knowledge and

understanding students have gained through Key Stage

3 Maths.

Exam Board
AQA

Units Studied

The subject content is:

● Number.

● Algebra.

● Ratio, proportion and rates of change.

● Geometry and measures.

● Statistics.

Assessment
Students will be entered for either higher tier (grades 9

to 3 available) or foundation tier ( grades 5 to 1

available).

Students will sit three exam papers, each 90 minutes

long.

Paper 1 is a non-calculator paper. Students will need a

calculator for papers 2 and 3. The topics studied may be

examined in any of the 3 papers.

Course Information
In GCSE mathematics, students will be expected to

develop their knowledge of Key Stage 3 mathematics

further and also learn some new topics. Students will

improve problem solving skills as they apply their

knowledge to more complex problems.

Further Learning beyond Key Stage 4
Many courses will have an element of mathematics:

sciences, geography, psychology, business studies,

economics, engineering, product design, etc.

Students who have an interest in mathematics may

wish to study for A levels in Mathematics or

Mathematics and Further Mathematics. Students could

also study for a Level 3 qualification in Mathematical

Studies (Core Maths) in Year 12 which has a greater

focus on the application of mathematics in real life

scenarios.

Possible Career Paths
Most careers will require the ability to work with

numbers and understand charts and diagrams and so a

pass grade at GCSE is usually required.

A greater knowledge of mathematics would be required

for careers such as the following: an engineer, an

actuary, an economist, a mathematician, a statistician,

an accountant, a software engineer, a data analyst, a

maths teacher.

Additional Information
Students will need a scientific calculator, a protractor

and a pair of compasses for lessons and exams.

Quote
"Without mathematics, there is nothing you can do.

Everything around you is mathematics. Everything

around you is numbers." - Shakuntala Devi

Student Quote
"Mathematics, in my opinion, is a wonderful journey of

personal growth and discovery as well as an adventure

in furthering my knowledge which I believe to be a truly

beautiful fact." - MDK



Science
Faculty Contact Name
Mrs C Cox

Faculty Contact Email

CCo@johnport.derbyshire.sch.uk

Course Prerequisites
This course is a core subject and will be studied by all

students. GCSE Science will build on the knowledge and

understanding that students have gained through Key

Stage 3 Science. All students will undertake Triple

Science which will award 3 GCSE grades across the 3

disciplines of Biology, Chemistry and Physics.

Exam Board
AQA

Units Studied
Students will sit papers in Biology, Chemistry and

Physics.

● Biology is made up of seven units that cover a

wide range of topics. These are cell biology,

organisation, immunity, bioenergetics,

homeostasis, inheritance and ecology.

● Chemistry is made up of eight units. These are

atomic structure, bonding, quantitative

chemistry, chemical changes, rates, organic

chemistry, chemical analysis and

environmental chemistry.

● Physics is made up of nine units. These are

energy, energy resources, particles, electricity,

radioactivity, forces, waves, magnetism and

space.

Assessment
Students will sit two exam papers for each GCSE, each

1 hour 45 minutes long.

Course Information
Scientific understanding is changing our lives and it is

vital to the world’s future prosperity. Students will learn

the essential aspects of the knowledge, methods and

processes and uses of science that will allow students

to become the scientists of the future.

In lessons, scientific theory will be delivered through

both theoretical and practical work and we will

encourage students to question why things happen in

the way that they do.

Further Learning beyond Key Stage 4
Following GCSE Sciences, students can continue their

Science studies into the sixth form to study A levels in

Biology, Chemistry or Physics. Alternatively, students

can study a Level 3 Applied Science Extended Diploma

(equivalent to one A level).

Possible Career Paths
Qualifications in GCSE Sciences are needed for

healthcare professions such as nursing, medicine,

dentistry or physiotherapy. They can also lead to jobs in

scientific research, forensics or the pharmaceutical

industry. Physics often leads to jobs within the

engineering sector.

Additional Information
We ask all students to purchase GCSE revision guides

for Biology, Chemistry and Physics.

Quote
“The important thing is never to stop questioning” -

Albert Einstein

“Science is different to all other systems of

thought....because you don’t need to have faith in it,

you can check that it works” - Brian Cox

Student Quote
“Science is involved in everything that makes the world

work! This is fascinating and you learn so much.”



Geography
Faculty Contact Name
Mrs N Brooks

Faculty Contact Email

NBr@johnport.derbyshire.sch.uk

Course Prerequisites
Students have all undertaken Geography at Key Stage 3.

Choosing this subject is a nice way to continue learning

within Humanities and the EBacc group of subjects.

Exam Board
AQA

Units Studied
Geographical skills - running through all units.

● Unit 1 - Living with the physical environment:

Section A: The challenge of natural hazards.

Section B: The living world.

Section C: Physical landscapes in the UK.

● Unit 2 - Challenges in the human environment:

Section A: Urban issues and challenges.

Section B: The changing economic world.

Section C: The challenge of resource
management.

● Unit 3 - Geographical applications:

Section A: Issue evaluation.

Section B: Fieldwork.

Assessment
There are three exams at the end of the course:

● Paper 1 examines unit 1 - 35%

● Paper 2 examines unit 2 - 35%

● Paper 3 examines elements of all 3 units - 30%

The papers are a mixture of multiple-choice, short

answer and long answer questions.

Course Information
The AQA specification is taught through a variety of

teaching and learning approaches. This exciting and

relevant course studies geography in a balanced

framework of physical and human themes and

investigates the link between them.

Students will travel the world from the classroom,

exploring case studies in the United Kingdom (UK),

higher income countries (HICs), newly emerging

economies (NEEs) and lower income countries (LICs).

This also includes students undertaking both human

and physical coursework outside the classroom.

Topics of study include climate change, poverty,

deprivation, global shifts in economic power and the

challenge of sustainable resource use. Students are also

encouraged to understand their role in society by

considering different viewpoints, values and attitudes.

Further Learning beyond Key Stage 4
Upon completion of this two-year course, students will

have the skills and experience to progress onto A level

and beyond.

Possible Career Paths
A GCSE in Geography can contribute towards career

choices such as: environmental lawyer, climatologist,

weather forecaster, catastrophe modeler or emergency

planner, landscape architect, conservation officer,

geographical information systems officer, town planner,

environmental consultant, cartographer, recycling

officer, international aid/development worker, logistics

and distribution manager, market researcher, nature

conservation officer, sustainability consultant, tourism

officer, transport planner, journalist and many more.

Additional Information
We ask for a voluntary contribution towards field trip

costs.

Quote
“The study of Geography is about more than just

memorizing places on a map. It’s about understanding

the complexity of our world, appreciating the diversity

of cultures that exist across continents. And in the end,

it’s about using all that knowledge to help bridge

divides and bring people together.” - Barack Obama

Student Quotes
“In Geography you learn about the world around you

and learn skills that you use in later life.”

“It is a broad subject, so there are lots of different

topics, which means that you don’t get bored.”



History
Faculty Contact Name
Miss L Barrett

Faculty Contact Email

LBa@johnport.derbyshire.sch.uk

Course Prerequisites
Students have all undertaken History at Key Stage 3.

Choosing this subject is a nice way to continue learning

within Humanities and the EBacc group of subjects.

Exam Board
Edexcel

Units Studied

● Medicine and Health through time

1250-present day.

● Early Elizabethan England 1558-88.

● American West 1835-1895.

● Weimar and Nazi Germany 1918-1939.

Assessment
There are three exams at the end of the course:

● Paper 1 Medicine Through Time:

1 hour and 15 minutes - 30%

● Paper 2 American West and Elizabethan

England: 1 hour and 45 minutes - 40%

● Paper 3 Weimar and Nazi Germany:

1 hour and 20 minutes - 30%.

● The papers are a mixture of short answer and

long answer questions.

Course Information

● Medicine - Students will learn how our

understanding about the causes of disease and

methods of treatment and prevention have

changed over time and why these changes

have been able to happen. There will also be

an in-depth study of how World War One

helped modern medicine to develop.

● Early Elizabethan England - Students will learn

about the various problems Elizabeth faced as

Queen of England including the issue of

religion and rebellions to her rule.

Students will also consider what it would have

been like to be a member of Elizabethan

society.

● American West - Students will learn how

developments in the West impacted on the

native peoples of America and how different

developments destroyed their way of life.

Students will also discover why different

groups of people were moving West from the

1830s and their experience of migration and

settlement there.

● Weimar and Nazi Germany - Students will

learn how World War One affected Germany

and how Germany's failed attempt to establish

a democratic political system led to Hitler and

the Nazi Party being able to be voted into

power in 1933. Students then consider the

impact that the Nazi Party had on Germany.

Further Learning beyond Key Stage 4
A level History

Possible Career Paths
Studying History can lead to a career in teaching,

journalism, law, archaeology and many others.

Additional Information
Potential trips relevant to the GCSE course.

Quote
“Those who cannot remember the past are condemned

to repeat it.” - George Santayana

Student Quote
“I have really enjoyed studying history at GCSE. It gives

you the chance to imagine what life would have been

like at a particular point in time and put yourself in

different people’s shoes.”



French
Faculty Contact Name
Mrs D Fisher

Faculty Contact Email

DFi@johnport.derbyshire.sch.uk

Course Prerequisites
Students may only opt for the language(s) they have

studied during Years 7, 8 and 9. Choosing French is a

nice way to continue learning within Modern Foreign

Languages (MFL) and the EBacc group of subjects.

Exam Board
AQA

Units Studied
Students study all of the following themes on which the

assessments are based.

● Theme 1: Identity and culture.
● Theme 2: Local, national, international and

global areas of interest.
● Theme 3: Current and future study and

employment.

Assessment
Listening, Speaking, Reading and Writing each

constitute 25% and are assessed at the end of the

course.

The listening exam requires students to understand and
respond to different types of spoken language. Section
A of the exam will have questions in English and section
B will have questions in French.

The speaking exam will be conducted by the class
teacher at the end of year 11. The tasks are: taking part
in a transaction activity (referred to as a Role Play),
talking about a photo card and taking part in a
conversation.

The reading exam requires responses to different types
of written language. In addition to sections A and B
there is a translation task from French to English.

The writing exam consists of different tasks depending
on the tier of entry.

For Foundation Tier, students complete four tasks,
which include writing sentences, a short paragraph, a
translation from English into French, and a structured
writing task.

For Higher Tier, students have three tasks which
include a structured writing task, an open-ended
writing task and a translation from English into French.

Course Information
The aim of this course is to give students confidence as

language learners through a strong knowledge of

grammar and a firm belief in their own capacity to learn

and become fluent. Students will be taking part in a

lifelong language learning journey. This journey will tell

prospective employers that students are resilient, open

to different cultures, new ideas and a global society in

which language qualifications offer wide opportunities

and huge advantages in terms of employability.

Further Learning beyond Key Stage 4
Students will have better opportunities as it is

recognised that languages open up a broad range of

rewarding careers and a world of opportunity.

Over 290 million people speak French worldwide.

The acquisition of a foreign language is deeply valued
by employers and offers greater career opportunities.

A GCSE in French will be a very worthwhile qualification
in the future, both vocationally and for those going on
to higher education. Some universities are beginning to
insist on a language qualification at GCSE as it
demonstrates intellectual capacity, determination and
commitment.

Even if students choose to specialise in another subject,
many universities offer degree courses which offer a
language plus law, accountancy, design, dance, etc. The
possibilities are endless!

Possible Career Paths
As well as the ‘traditional language jobs’ such as
teaching, the travel industry and
interpreting/translating, a GCSE in a  language could
make a difference to a future in business, journalism,
design, research, medicine, the armed forces etc.
Learning a language opens up opportunities.

Additional Information
It is a good idea to have a bi-lingual dictionary and a

love of grammar websites. Students should enjoy

studying languages, enjoy the puzzle of grammar and

be prepared to work hard in lessons and at home.

Quote
“Parler une autre langue est possèder un autre âme.”

Student Quote
“I absolutely love this GCSE. It is a real challenge in a

good way. I have learned so much about myself and the

importance of communication across cultures.”



German
Faculty Contact Name
Mrs E Bailey

Faculty Contact Email

EB@johnport.derbyshire.sch.uk

Course Prerequisites
Students may only opt for the language(s) they have

studied during Years 7, 8 and 9. Choosing German is a

nice way to continue learning within Modern Foreign

Languages (MFL) and the EBacc group of subjects.

Exam Board
AQA

Units Studied
Students study all of the following themes on which the

assessments are based.

● Theme 1: Identity and culture.
● Theme 2: Local, national, international and

global areas of interest.
● Theme 3: Current and future study and

employment.

Assessment
Listening, Speaking, Reading and Writing each

constitute 25% and are assessed at the end of the

course.

The listening exam requires students to understand and
respond to different types of spoken language. Section
A of the exam will have questions in English and section
B will have questions in German.

The speaking exam will be conducted by the class
teacher at the end of Year 11. The tasks are taking part
in a transaction activity (referred to as a Role Play),
talking about a photo card, and taking part in a
conversation.

The reading exam requires responses to different types
of written language. In addition to sections A and B
there is a translation task from German to English.

The writing exam consists of different tasks depending
on the tier taken.

For Foundation Tier, students complete four tasks,
which include writing sentences, a short paragraph, a
translation from English into German, and a structured
writing task.

For Higher Tier, students have three tasks, which
include a structured writing task, an open-ended
writing task and a translation from English into German.

Course Information
This course aims to develop the ability to understand

and communicate in German whilst acquiring further

knowledge of the German language and language

learning skills.

This course will allow students to understand the cultural
context of the German language, as well as understanding
its grammar and syntax. Students will very much enjoy
their German studies and there will never be a dull
moment as we delve into the puzzle of grammar!

Further Learning beyond Key Stage 4
Languages open up a broad range of rewarding careers

and a world of opportunity. Germany is still Europe’s

biggest economy and exporter with over 200 million

people speaking German worldwide.

The acquisition of a foreign language is deeply valued
by employers and offers greater career opportunities.

A GCSE in German is a very worthwhile qualification,
both vocationally and for those going on to higher
education. Some universities are beginning to insist on
a language qualification at GCSE as it demonstrates
intellectual capacity, determination and commitment.

Even if students choose to specialise in another subject,
many universities offer degree courses which offer a
language plus law, accountancy, design, dance, etc. The
possibilities are endless!

Possible Career Paths
As well as the ‘traditional language jobs’ such as

teaching, the travel industry and

interpreting/translating, a GCSE German qualification

could make a difference to a future in business,

journalism, design, research, medicine, the armed

forces etc. Learning a language opens up opportunities.

Additional Information
Any additional self-study will benefit students

throughout the GCSE German course, i.e., reading

magazines, listening to CDs, watching films, and using

the internet to read news items, in German.

Quote
“Wer fremde Sprachen nicht kennt, weiß nichts von

seiner eigenen.” – Johann Wolfgang von Goethe

Student Quote
“You will never get bored whilst learning German at

GCSE, because unlike other languages, it is more

complex, which is why it is so interesting.”



Spanish
Faculty Contact Name
Miss A Clements

Faculty Contact Email

AMC@johnport.derbyshire.sch.uk

Course Prerequisites
Students may only opt for the language(s) they have

studied during Years 7, 8 and 9. Choosing Spanish is a

nice way to continue learning within Modern Foreign

Languages (MFL) and the EBacc group of subjects.

Exam Board
AQA

Units Studied
Students study all of the following themes on which the

assessments are based.

● Theme 1: Identity and culture.
● Theme 2: Local, national, international and

global areas of interest.
● Theme 3: Current and future study and

employment.

Assessment
Listening, Speaking, Reading and Writing each

constitute 25% and are assessed at the end of the

course.

The listening exam requires students to understand and
respond to different types of spoken language. Section
A of the exam will have questions in English and section
B will have questions in Spanish.

The speaking exam will be conducted by the class
teacher at the end of Year 11. The tasks are taking part
in a transaction activity (referred to as a Role Play),
talking about a photo card, and taking part in a
conversation.

The reading exam requires responses to different types
of written language. In addition to sections A and B
there is a translation task from Spanish to English.

The writing exam consists of different tasks depending
on the tier taken.

For Foundation Tier, students complete four tasks,
which include writing sentences, a short paragraph, a
translation from English into Spanish, and a structured
writing task.

For Higher Tier, students have three tasks, which
include a structured writing task, an open-ended
writing task and a translation from English into Spanish.

Course Information
The aim of this course is to give students confidence as

language learners through a strong knowledge of

grammar and a firm belief in their own capacity to learn

and become fluent. Students will be taking part in a

lifelong language learning journey. This journey will tell

prospective employers that students are resilient, open

to different cultures, new ideas and a global society in

which language qualifications offer the widest

opportunities and huge advantages in terms of

employability.

Further Learning beyond Key Stage 4
GCSE Spanish can lead to Key Stage 5 Spanish and

beyond. There is the opportunity to go to university and

study Spanish as either a single or double award degree

alongside other subjects.

The UK’s international education body highlights
Spanish as the most important foreign language to
learn. What’s more, last year they calculated that only
four percent of the UK population could speak Spanish
fluently. This means that a commitment to learning
Spanish would set students in good stead when it
comes to employment.

Knowing Spanish will seriously enhance a student's
travelling experiences. For students who are passionate
about travelling, then obtaining a solid grasp of Spanish
will allow them to fully experience the cultures of
Spanish-speaking countries like Mexico, Colombia, Peru,
Chile and Cuba.

Possible Career Paths
Potential employers look favourably on students who

have studied a Modern Foreign Language as it shows

intellectual capacity, determination and an open mind.

Examples of careers in this area of interest include
business, government, law, research, science,
engineering, leisure, transport and media.

Additional Information
Spanish is a fairly easy language because it is largely
phonetic. Students will be asked to buy a VIVA
Grammar book and a GCSE Spanish Revision Guide to
help consolidate their learning and practise exam
techniques.

Student Quote
“Studying Spanish has challenged me in a good way, but

it’s been rewarding to see how much my understanding

of the language is developing. I would definitely

recommend taking it.”



Drama
Faculty Contact Name
Mrs J Edwards

Faculty Contact Email

JE@johnport.derbyshire.sch.uk

Course Prerequisites
Candidates are expected to demonstrate a personal

interest in Drama, an aptitude for working with others

and a commitment to work outside curriculum time.

Exam Board
Edexcel

Units Studied

● Component 1 – The Devising process.

● Component 2 – Text for Performance.

● Component 3 – Theatre Makers in Practice.

Assessment

● Component 1 - 40% of the final mark - is a

written portfolio and a practical performance.

● Component 2 - 20% of the final mark - is two

performances from the same play and is

practical.

● Component 3 - 40% of the final mark - is a

written exam which covers the study of a set

text and questions regarding a live theatre

performance.

Course Information
This course looks at Drama in a variety of different

ways, from collaborating with groups in creating

student’s own performances, to scripted work and live

theatre visits.

Students taking this course will get to experience

teamwork and performing in front of an audience, as

well as the opportunity to share their ideas about how

actors can create emotional meaning for their

audiences.

Live theatre performances will allow students to see

and share the ideas of directors of professional

productions, developing their ideas for a well-rounded

vision for the stage.

Further Learning beyond Key Stage 4
The GCSE course is a good base to continue on to the A

level course which is available at John Port Spencer

Academy.

Possible Career Paths
Drama not only provides students with the skills of the

subject, but also transferable skills such as team work,

negotiation, presentation and confidence. Students

who have studied Drama often demonstrate good

problem solving skills which is useful for many types of

employment.

Additional Information
There is an expectation that students will visit the

theatre. This will involve a financial contribution to be

made for tickets, insurance and travel.

Quote
“Drama is life with the dull bits cut out”

- Alfred Hitchcock

Student Quote
“GCSE Drama gives you the confidence and bravery to

do more in life and to put yourself out there.” - Sarah D



Fine Art
Faculty Contact Name
Mrs H Udall

Faculty Contact Email

HU@johnport.derbyshire.sch.uk

Course Prerequisites
Students will be expected to demonstrate a personal

interest in Art and Design in its widest sense, showing

ambition, focus and drive when learning and applying

skills and techniques in their own work. They will be

expected to be enthusiastic, open minded and inspired

by the experiences of the work and practices of

individuals, organisations and creative and cultural

industries.

Exam Board
Eduqas

Units Studied
The two-year course is broken down into two parts:

● Component 1: Students are required to submit

a portfolio that comprises a sustained project

with a final outcome, and a selection of further

work which represents their course of study.

● Component 2: One question is selected from

an externally set paper that is issued to

students from  the 1st of January in Year 11.

This is followed by unlimited preparation time

for preliminary and supporting studies

followed by ten hours of supervised time for

the final realisation. The work is internally

marked and externally moderated by Eduqas.

Assessment
Students will be regularly assessed during the two-year

course using the Eduqas assessment criteria:

● Component 1 - Portfolio of work:

Marked out of 120 = 60% of total marks.

● Component 2 - Externally set task:

Marked out of 80 = 40% of total marks.

Course Information
There are four assessment objectives covering:

● Developing ideas through investigations,

demonstrating critical understanding of

sources.

● Refinement of work by exploring ideas,

selecting and experimenting with appropriate

media, materials, techniques and processes.

● The recording of ideas, observations and

insights relevant to intentions as work

progresses.

● The presentation of a personal and

meaningful response that realises intentions

and demonstrates understanding visual

language.

Further Learning beyond Key Stage 4
This course leads into the A level Fine Art Course also

available at John Port Spencer Academy.

Possible Career Paths
The attainment of this qualification would be useful for

future careers in multimedia, advertising, architecture,

illustration, graphic design, publishing, web design,

retail, fashion and textiles, animation, TV and film,

photography, printmaking, museum and gallery work,

restoration and conservation, teaching, therapy and the

caring professions, the ceramics industry, etc.

Additional Information
Students will be required to work in various media.

Whilst we endeavour to supply as many materials as

possible, there is an expectation that students will

provide some of their own.

Quote
“Every child is an artist. The problem is how to remain

an artist once we grow up.” - Pablo Picasso

Student Quote
“GCSE Art is a subject which allows you to express your

creativity and explore different media and techniques.

Over the two years you gain lots of skills and knowledge

of Art which leads you on to an exciting career.”

- Caitlin W.



Music
Faculty Contact Name
Mrs S Hodgson

Faculty Contact Email

SHod@johnport.derbyshire.sch.uk

Course Prerequisites
Candidates are expected to exhibit a personal interest

in music, an aptitude for composing their own music,

and an aptitude for performing as an instrumentalist or

singer.

Exam Board
OCR

Units Studied

● Integrated Portfolio: Students will explore the
skills and capabilities of their instrument (or
voice) and produce a performance to
demonstrate their interpretation and technical
control. They will also produce a composition
written to a brief set by the exam board to
demonstrate their ability to develop musical
ideas.

● Practical Component: Students will perform as
part of a group or duet. This ensemble
performance can be on any instrument and in
any genre. They will also create a composition
choosing from a variety of briefs.

● Listening Exam: Topics studied include: ‘The
Concerto Throughout Time’, ‘Rhythms of the
World’, Film Music and ‘The Conventions of
Pop’. This is externally assessed.

Assessment
The Integrated Portfolio and Practical Component are
assessed by Non-Examined Assessment (NEA -
Coursework), this will include:

● Solo and ensemble performances:
This is 30% of the total mark.

● Composition work:
This is 30% of the total mark.

Areas of Study 2 - 5 are assessed in a final examination

● The listening exam: This is a 90-minute written
exam with musical extracts to respond to - this
is 40% of the total mark.

Course Information
GCSE Music will add to knowledge that students have
previously gained at Key Stage 3 and will allow students
to develop further in the following areas:

● Students will perform as soloists and as part of
a group or ensemble. They will be given the
opportunity to create and play music with
others, for example in a rock group, wind
band, orchestra, or vocal group.

● Students will develop composition techniques
covering all genres of music and will use these
creatively when composing their own music.
Students will be given the opportunity to use
music technology.

● Students will listen to a wide variety of music,
commenting and sharing thoughts with fellow
students. They will learn more about the
historical and cultural context of music and will
listen to all kinds of music.

Further Learning beyond Key Stage 4
GCSE Music is a good base for studying A level Music at
John Port Spencer Academy. A wide variety of
music-based degrees are available including
performing, composing and music production.

Possible Career Paths
The music industry is a big business and offers a huge
range of opportunities in many different careers.
Students who study GCSE Music will find plenty of
options when it comes to choosing a future path.
Equipped with an awareness of musical genres and
styles; performing, listening and composing skills; and
music technology proficiency, students will be well
equipped to pursue a musical profession.

GCSE Music also offers a wealth of transferable skills
relevant to ongoing musical and non-musical study as
well as to future career development, including:
literacy, critical thinking, social skills and team working,
leadership, communication, time management and
organisational skills.

Additional Information
Students will be offered the opportunity to go to
concerts but these are not essential to the course.
Revision guides will be available to buy during the
course.

Quote
“Without music, life would be a mistake” - Nietzsche

Student Quote
“Music has always been a fantastic way to meet people,
through playing in bands, choirs, orchestras, and going
to gigs and concerts. I’ve met almost all of my closest
friends through music, in one way or another.” - Toby K



Photography
Faculty Contact Name
Mrs H Udall

Faculty Contact Email

HU@johnport.derbyshire.sch.uk

Course Prerequisites
An interest in photography and creativity.

Exam Board
Eduqas

Units Studied
The two-year course is broken down into two parts:

● Component 1: Students are required to submit

a portfolio that comprises a sustained project

with a final outcome, and a selection of further

work which represents their course of study.

● Component 2: One question is selected from

an externally set paper that is issued to

students from the 1st of January in Year 11.

This is followed by unlimited preparation time

for preliminary and supporting studies

followed by ten hours of supervised time for

the final realisation. The work is internally

marked and externally moderated by Eduqas.

Assessment
Students will be regularly assessed during the two-year

course using the EDUQAS assessment criteria:

● Component 1 - Portfolio of work:

Marked out of 96 = 60% of total marks.

● Component 2 - Externally Set Task:

Marked out of 96 = 40% of total marks.

Course Information
There are four assessment objectives covering:

● The development of ideas through

investigations informed by contextual and

other sources demonstrating analytical and

critical understanding.

● Refinement of ideas through experimenting

and selecting appropriate resources, media,

materials, techniques and processes.

● The recording of ideas, observations and

insights relevant to intentions in visual and/or

other forms.

● The presentation of a personal, informed and

meaningful response demonstrating analytical

and critical understanding, realising intentions

and where appropriate, making connections

between visual, written, oral and other

elements.

Further Learning beyond Key Stage 4
Students will be able to move into any creative arts

subjects from GCSE photography as it teaches students

to look at and think about the world around them in a

creative way.

Possible Career Paths

A GCSE in Photography will help towards a career as a

graphic designer, magazine features editor, medical

illustrator, photographer, press photographer, television

camera operator and many more.

Additional Information
There may be some photographic costs associated with

printing of final pieces.

Quote
“You don’t make a photograph just with a camera. You

bring to the act of photography all the pictures you

have seen, the books you have read, the music you

have heard, the people you have loved.” - Ansel Adams

Student Quote
“What you photograph is captured forever! It helps

remember all the little things and see the details we

might otherwise miss.”



Textile Design
Faculty Contact Name
Mrs H Udall

Faculty Contact Email

HU@johnport.derbyshire.sch.uk

Course Prerequisites
Students will be expected to exhibit a personal interest

in Textile Design in its widest sense, showing ambition,

focus and drive when learning and applying skills and

techniques in their own work.

Exam Board
Eduqas

Units Studied
The two-year course is broken down into two parts:

● Component 1: Students are required to submit

a portfolio that comprises a sustained project

with a final outcome, and a selection of further

work which represents their course of study.

● Component 2: One question is selected from

an externally set paper that is issued to

students from  the 1st of January in Year 11.

This is followed by unlimited preparation time

for preliminary and supporting studies

followed by ten hours of supervised time for

the final realisation. The work is internally

marked and externally moderated by Eduqas.

Assessment
Students will be regularly assessed during the two-year
course using the Eduqas assessment criteria:

● Component 1 - Portfolio of work:

Marked out of 120 = 60% of total marks.

● Component 2 - Externally Set Task:

Marked out of 80 = 40% of total marks.

Course Information
There are four assessment objectives covering:

● Developing ideas through investigations,
demonstrating critical understanding of
sources.

● Refinement of work by exploring ideas,
selecting and experimenting with appropriate
media, materials, techniques and processes.

● The recording of ideas, observations and
insights relevant to intentions as work
progresses.

● The presentation of a personal and
meaningful response that realises intentions
and demonstrates understanding of visual
language.

Course Information
The GCSE specification encourages students to record

and interpret observations creatively, through the use

of a wide variety of materials and techniques. It

develops imagination, sensitivity and practical skills for

exploring textile art and fashion design.

Students will be introduced to a variety of experiences

exploring a range of textile media, techniques and

processes including both traditional and new

technologies. Students will work in one or more areas

of Textile Design and may explore overlapping areas

and combinations of areas such as those listed below:

● Fashion and/or costume.
● Printed and/or dyed materials.
● Domestic textiles.
● Constructed and/or applied textiles.
● Constructed and/or stitched and/or

embellished textiles.

Further Learning beyond Key Stage 4
The Textiles course feeds directly into the A level

Textiles course also available at John Port Spencer

Academy

Possible Career Paths
The attainment of this qualification would be useful for

future careers in the fashion and textile industries,

teaching profession, multimedia, therapy and the caring

professions, retail, museum and gallery work, TV and

film industry, restoration and conservation and for jobs

such as a costume and theatrical designer, colourist,

embroidery designer, knitwear designer, pattern cutter,

printmaker, etc.

Additional Information
Whilst the textiles department will endeavour to

provide some materials, students may be expected at

times to provide their own.

Quote
“Design can be Art. Design can be simple. That’s why

it’s so complicated.” - Paul Rand

Student Quote
“I liked the freedom to play with textures and creativity.

Imagination was my only limit.” – Jess



Physical Education
Faculty Contact Name
Mr H Roberts

Faculty Contact Email

HRob@johnport.derbyshire.sch.uk

Course Prerequisites

An interest in sport and physical activity. Regular

participation in at least one sport or physical activity is

thoroughly recommended.

Exam Board
OCR

Units Studied

● Applied Anatomy and Physiology/Physical

Training.

● Socio-Cultural Influences/Sports

Psychology/Health, Fitness and Well-Being.

● Practical Activity/Analysing and Evaluating

Performance (AEP).

Assessment
OCR GCSE PE consists of theory and practical

assessments.

● Theory assessment is in the form of two

examinations at the end of Year 11 (each 1

hour long) which are worth 60% of the final

GCSE grade (30% each). The remaining 40% of

the mark is made up of the practical

assessments (30%) and the AEP task (10%).

● For practical assessments, students will be

assessed in three activities. They must be from

the OCR approved list. One sport must be a

team sport, one must be an individual sport

and the other can either be a team or

individual sport.

Course Information
The perfect GCSE subject for students who have a

passion for sport and being physically active. Students

learn interesting theoretical content linked to the body

and mind of a sports performer.

Further Learning beyond Key Stage 4
A level Physical Education, BTEC Sport.

Possible Career Paths
This subject is the ideal first step into the sport industry.

It can potentially lead to a plethora of future careers

including: sports coach, sports nutritionist, sports

science, sports media and journalism, sports

physiotherapy, sports psychology, physical education

teacher, sports development/community officer and

many more.

Additional Information
Please be aware of the theoretical content involved

with this course. It is not just a practically assessed

subject.

Quote
“Sport has the power to change the world. It has the

power to inspire. It has the power to unite people in a

way that little else does. It speaks to youth in a

language they understand.” - Nelson Mandela

Student Quote
“GCSE PE lessons are very fun and interesting. You learn

a lot of good things about the body and you do a lot of

great sports in the practical lessons. I think that GCSE

PE is one of my best subjects because I have always

loved sports and I would definitely recommend GCSE PE

to anyone who likes sports.”



Business Studies
Faculty Contact Name
Mrs D Mahal

Faculty Contact Email

DMM@johnport.derbyshire.sch.uk

Course Prerequisites
This course is designed to give students an

understanding of the environment in which businesses

operate and the factors which impact upon business

activity. Students must have an interest in the subject

and a desire to learn.

Exam Board
AQA

Units Studied
Subject content areas:

● 3.1 Business in the real world

● 3.2 Influences on business

● 3.3 Business operations

● 3.4 Human resources

● 3.5 Marketing

● 3.6 Finance

Assessment
Two externally assessed exams: 1hour 45 minutes each

● Unit 1 covers Businesses in the real world,

Influences on Business, Human Resources and

Operations Management.

● Unit 2 covers Businesses in the real world,

Influences on Business, Marketing and

Finance.

Both exams contain a multiple-choice section, short

style and longer style questions based on a case study.

Course Information
Students will apply their knowledge and understanding

to business decision making including:

● The interdependent nature of business activity,

influences on business, business operations,

finance, marketing and human resources, and

how these interdependencies underpin

business decision making.

● How different business contexts affect

business decisions.

● The use and limitations of quantitative and

qualitative data in making business decisions.

Further Learning beyond Key Stage 4
Provides progression for those wishing to continue their

studies to A level Business, A level Economics, A level

Applied Business, and the Advanced Diploma in

Business, Administration and Finance.

Possible Career Paths
The achievement of a GCSE in Business Studies would

be useful for a number of business careers to include:

business management, finance, retail, marketing,

customer service, operations management,

administration, human resources, travel and tourism,

public services, accounting and IT.

Additional Information
Students can either work for a business or own one!

Quote
“An entrepreneur isn’t someone who owns a business.

It’s someone who makes things happen.”

Student Quote
“I really enjoy learning business because it is real life,

relevant and I know it will help me in my career. I

already know what different types of businesses there

are and factors that affect their success.”



Philosophy, Religion, Ethics
Faculty Contact Name
Mrs B Thompson

Faculty Contact Email

BTh@johnport.derbyshire.sch.uk

Course Prerequisites
The Religious Studies GCSE offers students an

opportunity to build on the ideas and themes that

students have already studied at Key Stage 3.

Exam Board
AQA

Units Studied

● Component 1: The study of religions -

Christianity & Buddhism.

● Component 2: Religious, Philosophical and

Ethical Studies - Relationships and Families;

Religion and Life; Religion & Crime; Religion,

Human Rights and Social Justice.

Assessment
Two externally assessed exam papers, each worth 50%

of the total marks.

Course Information
Students will be challenged with questions about

beliefs, values, meaning, purpose and truth, enabling

them to develop their own attitudes towards religious

issues.

Students will also gain an appreciation of how religion,

philosophy and ethics form the basis of our culture.

They will develop analytical and critical thinking skills,

the ability to work with abstract ideas, leadership and

research skills.

The course consists of an in-depth study of two

religions, Christianity and Buddhism. Students will

explore the life and teachings of both Jesus and the

Buddha and how their followers put these beliefs into

practice. As part of this, there will be the opportunity to

visit places of worship and meet religious believers to

discuss their views.

Students will then explore four thematic Philosophical

and Ethical topics. These consist of:

● Religion & Family - attitudes towards sex,

marriage, sexuality and gender roles.

● Religion & Life - ideas about the origins and

value of human and animal life and how these

affect attitudes towards abortion and

euthanasia.

● Religion & Crime - beliefs about the causes of

crime and different methods of punishment.

● Religion, Human Rights & Social Justice -

views on discrimination, rights and

responsibilities, exploitation of the poor and

charity.

● Students will look at different religious views

on these issues as well as developing their own

opinions.

Further Learning beyond Key Stage 4
A GCSE in Philosophy, Religion and Ethics is an ideal

basis for A level Religious Studies. The skills students

learn are also ideal in supporting any other Humanities

subjects.

Possible Career Paths
Many employers regard a GCSE in Philosophy, Religion

and Ethics as a valuable qualification These employers

include the police force, the armed forces, journalism,

media and broadcasting, law and the caring professions

such as social work and nursing .

PRE involves a range of skills that are highly valued in

the world of work including critical thinking, empathy

and the ability to put forward reasoned arguments.

Additional Information
PRE is a fun, sociable subject which enables students to

find out about other people’s views. It allows students

to find out about things that they didn’t even know

existed. It’s not all about religion.

Quote
“Science without religion is lame, religion without

science is blind.” - Albert Einstein

Student Quote
“I didn’t know whether to take PRE but it is completely

different to what I thought. It’s about things like when

does life begin? and what happens when we die? which

are really interesting.”



Psychology
Faculty Contact Name
Mrs M Satchwell

Faculty Contact Email

MSa@johnport.derbyshire.sch.uk

Course Prerequisites
There are no entry requirements for Psychology,

students just need to have an interest in the subject

and a desire to learn.

Exam Board
OCR

Units Studied

Key concepts, theories, studies and application within:

● Criminal

● Developmental

● Psychological Problems

● Research Methods

● Social Influence

● Memory

● Sleep and Dreaming

Assessment
Two 1 hour 30 minutes externally assessed

examinations, each consisting of 50% of the

qualification.

Both are written assessments with a mix of short

answers, structured questions and extended response

questions, all compulsory.

Course Information
GCSE Psychology is designed to provide students with

an understanding and awareness of what causes

individuals to think and behave the way they do.

Students will be encouraged to explore and discuss

subjects such as nature (born) or nurture (environment)

and what makes us who we are. Also how much control

we really have over our own behaviour and

development (free-will vs determinism). These will be

applied to criminal psychology and mental health.

We will encourage students to think psychologically in

relation to the individuals around them so that they can

have a positive impact and become good role models.

Further Learning beyond Key Stage 4
A level Psychology, A level Sociology, BTEC Health &

Social Care.

Possible Career Paths
A GCSE in Psychology can lead to a career in mental

health, the police force, working with young people,

and much more.

Additional Information
Students will need to work for approximately one hour

per week outside school hours, increasing as necessary

when exam preparation is needed.

Comparisons between:

Psychology and Sociology
Psychology and Sociology both try to explain behaviour,

such as Crime, yet, they do this from different

viewpoints. Psychology looks at how an individual may

turn to crime, by looking at two opposing theories that

support either Nature (born) or Nurture (made).

The two theories try to explain why an individual may

turn to crime, because of their inherited personality or

negative role models. Then we look at two studies in

detail that aim to provide support for these theories. All

the while we need to criticise the theories and studies,

in relation to issues (ethics), debates (nature/nurture)

and approaches (biology vs social psychology).

Psychology relies on studies more heavily as they are

trying to be scientific and use objective, quantifiable

evidence. Therefore, 10% of the course looks at maths

(same as GCSE level) and approximately 30% focuses on

research methods (mainly experiments similar to

science).

In all 6 topics, we cover neuropsychology which equates

to 10% of the course, and will cover how the brain

works and some tricky biological concepts. In this way,

Psychology is most similar to Science. To find out more,

watch Crash Course Psychology.

Quote
“The unexamined life is not worth living. Looking back

on our lives can show patterns in our choices.” Plato’s

apology, a recollection of Socrates’ speech.

Student Quote
“I'm really enjoying Psychology. It has allowed me to

learn about individuals' behaviour and their mind. The

first topic has been on crime, and I'm now interested in

a career in this area because of the lessons!"



Sociology
Faculty Contact Name
Mrs M Satchwell

Faculty Contact Email

MSa@johnport.derbyshire.sch.uk

Course Prerequisites
There are no entry requirements for Sociology, students

just need to have an interest in the subject and a desire

to learn.

Exam Board
WJEC

Units Studied
Key concepts and processes of cultural transmission:

● Families.

● Education.

● Sociological research methods.

● Social differentiation and stratification.

● Crime and deviance.

● Applied methods of sociological enquiry.

Assessment
Two 1 hour 45 minutes externally assessed

examinations, each consisting of 50% of the

qualification.

Both are written assessments with a mix of short

answers, structured questions and extended response

questions, all compulsory.

Course Information
GCSE Sociology is designed to provide students with an

understanding and awareness of the social world

around them.

Students will be encouraged to explore and discuss

social issues and to challenge taken-for-granted ideas

on topics such as crime and the purpose of education.

We will encourage students to think sociologically in

relation to their experience of the social world around

them, so that they are able to play a positive, active and

informed role in society. For example, we would look at

#BLM movement (Ethnicity), Marcus Rashford's food

poverty campaign (Class), Sara Everard's murder case

(Gender) and LGBTQ+ rights (Sexuality), to name a few.

Further Learning beyond Key Stage 4
A level Sociology, BTEC Health & Social Care, A level

Psychology.

Possible Career Paths
A GCSE in Sociology can lead to a career in social work,

the police force, the probationary service and much

more.

Additional Information
Students will need to work for approximately one hour

per week outside of school hours, increasing as

necessary when exam preparation is needed.

Comparisons between:

Psychology and Sociology
Psychology and Sociology both try to explain behaviour,

such as Crime, yet, they do this from different

viewpoints. Sociology looks at how certain groups in

society are more likely to turn to crime, such as

working-class males. They will look at a range of

perspectives, such as Functionalism, Marxism,

Feminism and Interactionism. Each will disagree with

one another, Functionalists are usually positive about

society and may suggest that crime brings people

together (social cohesion), whereas Marxists and

Feminists are critical about society and may suggest

poor people are exploited so have to turn to crime or

that females are too socially controlled by family

members to be able to commit crime. Interactionists

will focus on the negative labels we may give to young

people. We criticise the theories, often with other

perspectives.

There is less emphasis on studies in Sociology, as it is

not trying to be a science but does want to study

patterns and trends in a systematic way. Therefore in

Sociology we look at Research Methods in less depth,

and rarely use Experiments. Likewise, there is less

maths and almost no biology in Sociology as it ignores

the role of nature (born). In this way, Sociology is most

similar to Humanities based. To find out more, watch

Crash Course Sociology.

Quote
“My students often ask me, what is sociology? and I tell

them, it’s the study of the way in which human beings

are shaped by things that they don’t see.”



GCSE Statistics
Faculty Contact Name
Mr S Howitt

Faculty Contact Email

SHo@johnport.derbyshire.sch.uk

Course Prerequisites
Statistics is the science and also, arguably, the art of

learning from data. An interest and an aptitude for

maths is essential.

Exam Board
AQA

Units Studied
Units include:

● Designing Investigations.

● The Statistical Enquiry Cycle.

● Data Analysis.

● Processing and Representing data.

● Time Series.

● Probability.

Assessment
Students may be entered for the higher or foundation

tier examination at the end of the course. There are

two 105 minute exam papers that are equally weighted.

Course Information
Students will learn how to analyse the world around

them using a variety of techniques and resources.

Students will develop a core statistical grounding, as

well as transferable skills and understanding applicable

to a range of other subjects.

Analysing and summarising data can help students see

the bigger picture and make decisions in the future.

During the course, students will encounter many

aspects of the real world and gain an understanding of

how to judge facts and figures.

Further Learning beyond Key Stage 4
Many careers will require an understanding of statistical

techniques. Other subject areas such as Economics,

Business Studies, Politics, Mathematics, the Sciences,

Sociology, Psychology and Geography require an

element of statistical knowledge.

Possible Career Paths
Most careers require an understanding of statistical

techniques. Data is used to analyse performance and

feeds into decision making processes. Career paths

could include sociology, psychology, science, the health

and medical profession, environmental analysis,

software development, public sector work, business

consultancy, forensic science, marketing and advertising

amongst many others.

Additional Information
The course is delivered through classroom teaching that

may require discussion, written work, working

independently and in groups. Students will research an

independent piece of work from the internet and

produce a written report during the first year.

Quote
“Statistics is the science of learning from experience” -

Bradley Efron 2006

Student Quote
“Statistics will make you realise you are your own

newspapers. It will cover every different subject and

intrigue your mind with interests you didn’t know you

had!” - Charlie W



Computer Science
Faculty Contact Name
Mr A Smith

Faculty Contact Email
AS@johnport.derbyshire.sch.uk

Course Prerequisites
Students will need

● An interest in the workings of computer systems
beyond the normal day to day usage of computers.

● An analytical frame of mind.
● Enjoyment of puzzles and problem solving.

In order to demonstrate the level of understanding needed
for programming concepts it would normally be expected
that students are predicted a grade 5 or above in maths. If
they would like to discuss this, please contact Mr A Smith.

Exam Board
AQA

Units Studied

● Fundamentals of algorithms.
● Programming.
● Fundamentals of data representation.
● Computer systems.
● Fundamentals of computer networks.
● Fundamentals of cyber security.
● Ethical, legal and environmental impacts of digital

technology on wider society, including issues of
privacy.

● Aspects of software development.

Assessment
Paper 1: Computational thinking and problem solving.

Written exam: 1 hour 30 minutes, 80 marks, 50% of GCSE.

Questions:

● A mix of questions assessing student practical
problem solving and computational thinking skills.

Paper 2: Theory.

Written exam: 1 hour 30 minutes, 80 marks, 50% of GCSE.

Questions:

● A mix of multiple choice, short answer, longer
answer and extended response questions assessing
theoretical knowledge.

Programming Project: A computer programming task.

Written report: totalling 20 hours of timetabled work.

Course Information
We are all now ‘users of software, computers, phones,
games consoles etc.’ and have been for years. It is now
becoming obvious that there is a void in the country for
designing and making these devices and programs. As well
as general computing principles, during this course students
will have the opportunity to further develop their
programming skills and the structures common to most
programming languages.
This is a course that has real relevance in our modern world.
While students may no doubt already have some knowledge
of computers and related areas, the course will give them an
in-depth understanding of how computer technology works
and a look at what goes on “behind the scenes”.

Further Learning beyond Key Stage 4
This course could lead onto A level Computer Science and
eventually into a career in the vast Computer industry.

Apprenticeships in this area are also becoming available.

Recent news stories have indicated a need for more
programmers and cyber security experts so this course
represents a good start in this field.

Possible Career Paths
A Computer Science GCSE supports career choices such as a
software developer, computer programmer, cyber security,
game/VR/AR developer, network engineer, web developer,
database administrator, systems analyst, digital marketing
manager etc.

Additional Information
Students will need access to a computer that can run
Python.

Computer Science can be counted as a Science towards
students achieving the EBacc.

Quote
“The internet will never take off...” - A Smith 1988, “OK! I
was wrong.” - A Smith 2018

Student Quote
“YES, it works .... finally. What a great feeling.” - Lizzy



iMedia
Faculty Contact Name
Mr A Smith

Faculty Contact Email

AS@johnport.derbyshire.sch.uk

Course Prerequisites
Students should have an interest in ICT, technology and

media.

Exam Board
OCR - Cambridge Nationals Level 2

Units Studied

● R093: Creative iMedia in the media industry

This unit is worth 40% and is assessed by

taking a written exam.

In this unit you will learn about the wide range

of sectors within the  media industry, digital

media products, how they are planned, and

the media codes which are used to convey

meaning, create impact and engage audiences.

● R094: Visual identity and digital graphics

This unit is worth 25% and is assessed by

completing a set assignment within the

classroom.

In this unit you will learn how media producers

develop visual identities for their clients. You

will use concepts of graphic design to plan and

create digital graphics in response to a client

brief.

● R098: Photography, video and visual imagery

This unit is worth 35% and is assessed by

completing a set assignment within the

classroom.

In this unit you will plan and capture

photographs and videos using digital cameras.

You will learn to edit and process photographs

and video sequences to create products in

response to a client brief.

Assessment
Students will complete three units:

- one externally assessed exam worth 40%

- two NEA units worth 25% and 35% each

PLEASE NOTE: Assessment starts within the first
half term of this course and is continuous.

Course Information
This course is well suited to students who enjoy using

technology to create digital content.

Digital media plays an important part in many areas of

our everyday lives and is also an important part of the

UK economy. There is a demand from employers for an

increasingly skilled and technically literate workforce as

more and more media products are produced digitally.

The Cambridge National in iMedia provides students

with specific and transferable skills and a solid

foundation in understanding and applying this subject,

whether it is in employment or higher education.

Further Learning beyond Key Stage 4
The course will provide students with an essential

foundation for further study in this field, especially

courses specific to the use of technology in the media

industry such as Cambridge Technical Level 3 Digital

Media.

Possible Career Paths
iMedia could lead to careers such as a graphic designer,

web developer, animator, photographer, video editor,

social media manager, marketing manager, game

developer, project manager, to name but a few.

Additional Information
The academy has recently invested in professional

equipment for photography and video capture so

students can experience industrial practices first hand.

Industry standard software (Adobe Creative Cloud) is

available for students in the classroom so they can

create high quality digital media products as part of the

course.

Quote
“Creativity is contagious, pass it on.” - Albert Einstein

Student Quote
“I like how I can express myself in this subject. I love

using the equipment such as the DSLR cameras” - Vicky



Food Preparation & Nutrition
Faculty Contact Name
Mrs S Watson

Faculty Contact Email

swa@johnport.derbyshire.sch.uk

Course Prerequisites
Students need to have an interest in cooking, trying

new foods and ideas and learning how and why we

cook and eat food.

Exam Board
AQA

Units Studied

● Unit 1 - Examination. 50% of GCSE. Covers

nutrition and how food is cooked.

● Unit 2 - Non-Examined Assessment (NEA).

50% of GCSE. Covers practical work and

assesses cooking skills.

Assessment

● Unit 1 - Examination taken in Year 11 and

assessed by the exam board.

● Unit 2 - Two tasks completed in Year 11 and

marked by the class teacher and moderated by

the exam board.

Task 1 - Food Science Investigation 15% -

students may carry out experiments to see

which ingredients make the best pastry (one

example).

Task 2 - Food Preparation Exam 35% - the

chance to show what students can cook in a

single three hour exam.

Course Information
This is a GCSE for students who love to cook, be

creative and are interested in health.

There are many careers that use food and nutrition

directly such as a food product developer or indirectly

such as a health specialist. This could be the subject

that students select because they know that they will

do much better in a subject they enjoy.

Students will cook at least once a week and enjoy

learning those skills which are so important for their life

and health .

If students enjoyed Food at Key Stage 3, they will love it

at Key Stage 4.

Further Learning beyond Key Stage 4
This GCSE supports science, food and health related

courses including Chemistry, Biology and PE A Levels,

level 3 courses in food and nutrition, apprenticeships

and T Levels.  It is valued by colleges and future

employers for the practical life skills and organisational

skills learned during the course.

Possible Career Paths
Food Preparation & Nutrition is a useful subject for jobs

such as a product developer, nutritionist, dietician, food

microbiologist, or for a career in environmental health,

marketing, catering, food manufacturing, health care or

physiotherapy or personal training.

Additional Information
The main food practical exam is on a topic that students

choose for themselves, which means that they could

link it in with a future career, or simply select based on

enjoyment.

Quote
“Every child should be taught to cook in school.... This

could be the first generation where the kids teach the

parents.” - Jamie Oliver: believes in Food and Nutrition!

Student Quote
“This is my favourite GCSE. I love cooking and work

hard because I enjoy it. We are more relaxed in Food

lessons and this is the one GCSE I know I will use for the

rest of my life.” - Rachel P



Engineering Manufacture
Faculty Contact Name
Mr M Doherty

Faculty Contact Email
MDY@Johnport.derbyshire.sch.uk

Course Prerequisites
An interest in pursuing a career in Engineering via
apprenticeships or through studying at Level 3 in Engineering
at John Port Sixth Form.

Exam Board
OCR - Cambridge National Level 1/2

Units Studied

● Unit 1 - R014: Principles of engineering
manufacture: This is assessed by an external
examination which lasts 1 hour 15 minutes - 70
marks.
In this unit you will learn about the different types
of manufacturing processes, and the different
materials that can be used within manufacturing.
Topics include:
o Manufacturing processes
o Engineering materials
o Manufacturing requirements
o Developments in engineering manufacture.

● Unit 2 - R015: Preparing and planning for
manufacture: This is internally assessed by a set
assignment - 60 marks
In this unit you will learn how to safely plan and
produce a one-off product by using appropriate
processes, tools and equipment (such as a pillar drill
and centre lathe).
Topics include:
o Planning the production of a one-off product
o Measuring and marking out
o Safely use processes, tools and equipment to
make a product.

● Unit 3 - R016: Computer Aided Manufacture: This
is internally assessed by a set assignment - 60 marks
In this unit you will learn how to manufacture using
simple jigs and templates to support manufacturing
in volume using Computer Aided Design (CAD)
software and Computer Numerical Control (CNC)
equipment (such as a CNC lathe).
Topics include:
o Preparing for manufacture
o Develop programmes to operate CNC equipment
o Safely use processes and equipment to make
products in quantity.

Assessment

● R014 40% - Principles of engineering manufacture -
Written Exam

● R015 30% - Preparing and planning for manufacture
● R016 30% - Computer Aided Manufacture

PLEASE NOTE: Assessment starts within the first
half term of this course and is continuous.

Course Information
The examination is weighted at 40% and the two pieces of
coursework are 30% each.

Further Learning beyond Key Stage 4
Students on this course will naturally progress on to a Level 3
Engineering qualification at John Port Spencer Academy
(entry criteria permitting) or apprenticeships in the
Engineering sector.

Possible Career Paths
The rise of apprenticeships, as well as career and work
experience opportunities within engineering companies, are
helping to supply the 124,000 skilled workers needed to
keep up with demand in the sector between now and 2024.

Popular sectors within engineering training and employment
include: aerospace, architecture, automotive, building
services, construction, defence, manufacturing, marine,
mechanical, power, rail, research and development, and
transportation.

Additional Information
Students will be asked to contribute in the region of £10.00
at the start of each year of the course to cover the material
and component costs throughout the course.

Quote
“Engineers like to solve problems. If there are no problems
available, they will create their own problems.”
- Scott Adams

Student Quote
“I would recommend taking Engineering Manufacturing
because you gain a variety of different skills and it also
allows you to gain an understanding of how different day to
day items are created and the process that goes into them.”
- Kaycee R

“I loved studying Engineering and the depth of information
we covered. I could not believe how much information from
this course came up whilst on interview for a Graduate
Scheme Apprenticeship at Rolls Royce, most candidates had
no idea - I got the job! Thank you for running Engineering at
John Port.” - Molly B



Engineering Programmable Systems
Faculty Contact Name
Mr M Doherty

Faculty Contact Email

MDY@Johnport.derbyshire.sch.uk

Course Prerequisites
An interest in pursuing a career in Engineering via

apprenticeships or through studying at Level 3 in Engineering

at John Port Sixth Form.

Exam Board
OCR - Cambridge National Level 1/2

Units Studied

● Unit 1 - R047: Principles of electronic and
programming systems: This is assessed by an
external examination which lasts 1 hour 15 minutes
- 70 marks.
In this unit you will learn about the relationships
between voltage, current, resistance and power,
and the ways in which systems are represented,
tested and assembled.
Topics include:
o Basic electronic circuit principles
o Electronic and programmable systems,
components and devices
o Methods of prototyping and testing circuits
o Commercial circuit production methods.

● Unit 2 - R048: Making and testing electronic
circuits: This is internally assessed by a set
assignment - 60 marks
In this unit you will learn how to use Computer
Aided Design (CAD) software to simulate electronic
circuits, as well as how to construct and test them.
Topics include:
o Drawing and simulating electronic circuits
o Constructing electronic circuits
o Testing electronic circuits

● Unit 3 - R049: Developing programmable systems:
This is internally assessed by a set assignment - 60
marks
In this unit you will learn how to determine
hardware and system requirements to meet a given
brief, and select appropriate input and output
devices.
Topics include:
o Plan the development of programmable systems
o Develop programmable systems
o Test programmable systems.

Assessment

● R047 40% - Principles of electronic and

programming systems - Written Exam

● R048 30% - Making and testing electronic circuits

● R049 30% - Developing programmable systems

PLEASE NOTE: Assessment starts within the first
half term of this course and is continuous.

Course Information
The examination is weighted at 40% and the two pieces of

coursework are 30% each.

Further Learning beyond Key Stage 4
Students on this course will naturally progress on to a Level 3

Engineering qualification at John Port Spencer Academy

(entry criteria permitting) or apprenticeships in the

Engineering sector.

Possible Career Paths
Mechanical, electrical, electronic, chemical and software

engineers are particularly sought after, with design,

production and maintenance opportunities existing in

numerous industries.

Popular sectors within Engineering training and employment

include: aerospace, automotive, defence, electrical,

electronics, manufacturing, power, rail, research and

development & telecoms, digital communications and

networks, transportation.

Additional Information
Students will be asked to contribute in the region of £10.00

at the start of each year of the course to cover the material

and component costs throughout the course.

Quote
“Design is a funny word. Some people think design means

how it looks. But of course, if you dig deeper, it’s really how

it works.” - Steve Jobs

Student Quote
“I now just look at things differently, the way things work

that we usually overlook is amazing.”



Design & Technology (Product Design)
Faculty Contact Name
Mr M Doherty

Faculty Contact Email

MDY@Johnport.derbyshire.sch.uk

Course Prerequisites
Students will need to have a flair and talent to

independently undertake a design challenge. They will use a

range of design and practical skills to develop a working and

imaginative prototype.

This course is specifically aimed towards students that have

a design and technology target grade of 5-9 and an aptitude

for maths, as 15% of the exam will assess mathematical

skills.

Exam Board
OCR

Units Studied

● Unit 01 - Examination Element: Principles of

Design & Technology

This consists of a two hour written examination,

which is split into two sections.

The first section focuses on students’ core Design &

Technology knowledge linked to the subject.

The second section focuses on students’ in-depth

knowledge in one main area from the following:

Natural and manufactured timber; Ferrous and

non-ferrous metals; Thermo and thermosetting

polymers.

Core principles equate to approximately 60% and

in-depth knowledge equates to approximately 40%

of the exam. A minimum of 15% of the paper will

assess students’ mathematical skills.

● Unit 03 - Non-Examined Assessment (NEA):

Iterative Design Challenge:

This piece of coursework focuses around a

contextual challenge, undertaken in controlled

conditions. These are released to schools during the

June of Year 10. The coursework consists of three

sections; Explore, Create and Evaluate.

Assessment

● 50% Examination (Unit 01)

● 50% NEA (Unit 03)

Course Information
Students will be encouraged to design and make products

independently with creativity and originality, using a range

of materials (woods, metals, plastics, and more) and

techniques.

Students will learn and develop designing skills; analysing

existing products, looking at the customer’s needs and

generating design solutions using a range of graphic

techniques and ICT through Computer Aided Design.

Students will then be taught how to realise these designs;

developing their knowledge of tools/equipment and

processes to produce quality products by working accurately

and efficiently in terms of materials, time and components.

Further Learning beyond Key Stage 4
Students studying Design & Technology at GCSE generally go

on to study the linear A level Design and Technology Product

Design. John Port has a proud tradition of Product Design at

A level, and many students then go on to study Product

Design or Engineering at Degree level. Other students’ study

art, engineering and design courses at college.

Possible Career Paths
This course supplements careers that involve problem

solving as well as careers in product/industrial design,

engineering furniture design, etc.

Additional Information
Students will be asked to contribute in the region of £10.00

at the start of each year of the course to cover the material

and component costs throughout the course.

Quote
“The designers today should not help to produce more –

they have to help produce fewer and better things.”

- Philippe Starck 

Student Quote
“DT is one of those subjects that you don’t just do, you

develop a love and a passion for - helps the DT staff are

awesome too” - Jake



Advice and Recommendations
Please be advised the choices made are preferences
only. Whilst we will always endeavour to satisfy student
choices please be aware of the following:

⬛ Following selection of Pathway, subject choices made
must be in line within the criteria of Pathway A or B.

⬛ For a course to run, a viable number of students need
to have opted to study the subject. Unfortunately, we
cannot guarantee that every subject will run, and we
will not be in a position to make this decision until
students have expressed their interest through their
choices. Therefore we advise that all students consider
a reserve option choice when making their selection
and indicate this on their options form with an ‘R’.

⬛ The option choices made must be workable under
the school timetabling and blocking constraints.

⬛ Fine Art & Textile Design cannot be taken together as
these are variations of the same course.

⬛ Internal vetting for choice and course suitability will
be undertaken.

⬛ Faculty leaders will review choices and indicate
suitability.

⬛ Final option choices will be confirmed once all
internal administration has taken place.

Please Note: Exam boards sometimes make changes to
the content of courses, the information contained
within this guide is correct at the time of production,
however this may be subject to change at any point.

It is not recommended that students study closely
related subjects (ie: Drama & Music, Fine Art &
Photography, Design Technology & Engineering) unless
they are very secure in the desire to undertake these
subjects, aspire to continue studies within these
subjects at Post-16, or they will facilitate a future
career; consideration should be given to ensure a broad
curriculum is followed and range of options are
available beyond GCSE studies.

When opting for a Design subject, students must be
aware of, and comfortable with the additional demands
that will be placed upon them through the coursework
aspects of these subjects. They often demand a higher
level of commitment beyond school hours and have
assessed units undertaken throughout Key Stage 4,
many of which begin early in Year 10 and are
continuous throughout the course.

Students are only able to study the Modern Foreign
Language at GCSE that has been undertaken at KS3.

Talented linguists and those students considering a
career in languages may consider two language GCSEs,
however it is not recommended that students study
dual Modern Foreign Languages, unless they are a
gifted linguist.

Computer Science is a very Mathematical GCSE and is
recommended for students with an interest in coding
and an aptitude for Mathematics (target Grade of 5 or
above in Maths is advised).

All students will follow a weekly non-examined Physical
Education Programme - this will not award a GCSE
grade.

Contact Information
Contact Information for further advice and information:

Vice Principal (Curriculum) Mrs A Vann AVa@johnport.derbyshire.sch.uk

Vice Principal (Data & Progress) Mr T Crowther TCC@johnport.derbyshire.sch.uk

GCSE Options Manager Mr D Barry DJB@johnport.derbyshire.sch.uk

Head of Year 9 Miss K Potter KPo@johnport.derbyshire.sch.uk

Student Support (SENCO) Miss A Stocks ASto@johnport.derbyshire.sch.uk

For Heads of Department / Subject please refer to the contact information detailed on the individual subject pages.

For any other contact details you may require, please refer to the Leadership Structure and Contact Details document,

accessible through both the school website and via the link below:

http://www.johnportspencer.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/JPSA-Leadership-structure-with-contact-details-2021-22.pdf



Personal Notes and Decision Making
Choice Planning - Use the grids below to plan what subjects might be selected for final GCSE Choices.

Possible choices following Pathway A Choices

Core GCSE (x1) English Language

Core GCSE (x1) English Literature

Core GCSE (x1) Mathematics

Core GCSE (x3) Triple Science

Non Examined Physical Education (PE) 1hr p/w

Humanity (x1)

MFL (x1)

Open Option (x1)

Reserve Open
Option Choice

Possible choices following Pathway B Choices

Core GCSE (x1) English Language

Core GCSE (x1) English Literature

Core GCSE (x1) Mathematics

Core GCSE (x3) Triple Science

Non Examined Physical Education (PE) 1hr p/w

Humanity OR MFL (x1)

Open Option 1 (x1)

Open Option 2 (x1)

Reserve Open
Option Choice

Subject Notes - Space provided below to make notes on subjects of interest.

Subject Why is this of interest? How might it help?
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